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WHO GOT LICKED?
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WE DEFEATED THEM
ON OUR COURT

WE DEFEATED THEM
ON THEIR COURT
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Georgetown Bows to Clemson JUNIORS
NEVER

AT

ANY

TIME WAS THE
RESULT OF THE GAME

ELECT Hornets
TAPS '24 STAFF

IN

DOUBT

Editors of Next Year's Annual Elected by Juniors—Will Cooperate
With Staff of '22

Tigers Amass 32 Point Lead

GEORGIA RATS SNOW
At a meeting of the Junior class on
1, 1923, several business
UNDER TIGER CUBS! February
matters were brought before the
For the second time in their histo-

H

ries the Georgetown Colonels and the
Tigers have met on the basketball
court and an equal number of times
the Clemson five have come forth
victorious. Friday evening the Tigers ran wild over the men from
Kentucky, burying them under a 39
to 7 victory. From the time the first
goal was rung up by Day there was
no doubt as to how the game was
going to come out. The Tigers were
on their toes throughout the game
and passed and dribbled around their
opponents in a sectacular manner. It
can he truly said that day by day in
every way the Tigers are getting better and better. Coach Stewart's five
has not shown more speed, better
team work, and more accurate shooting in a game this season than that
put forth Friday night. In the first
20 minutes Georgetown made only
4 points while the Tigers counted
16. The second half was still more
Clemson's for the score in this period was 23 to 3.
The work of Day and Bryan at the
forward positions was near perfect.
They brought the ball down the court
time after time, passing in to one
another under the basket for close
shots. Day couldn't miss them, making baskets from every direction and
totaling 18 points. Pinkie was next
highest scorer making nine out of ten
free shots for the basket and ringing
up one field goal. George Bryan
made several difficult shots and accounted for six points. The guarding was well done by Mills and Colbert for they allowed but two field
goals the entire game.
Forwood rang up a pretty shot from
near the middle of the court. He
made four of the visitors seven
points. The sub forward Daniels did
some nice work in the second period.
Line-up and sumamry:
Clemson (39)
Pos. Georgetown (7)
Long
F
Day (18)
Forwood (4)
F
Bryan (6)
Jacobi
C
Wertz
Kemper
G
Colbert (11)
Trunnell (2)
G
Mills
Substitutes: Clemso n — Garrison,
Chandler (2), Dotterer (2). Georgetown—Daniels (1), Pollock.
Score by Periods:
Clemson
16 23—39
Georgetown
4
3— 7
Referee: May (Oregon Aggies)
—J. M.
UNITED STATES CIVIL
SERVICE EXAMINATION
. The United States Civil Service
Commission announces the following
open competitive examination:
Junior Laboratory Aid in Forest
Pathology
The examination will be held
throughout the United States on
March 21st. It is to fill a vacancy in
the Bureau of Plant Industry, Department of Agriculture, at San
Francisco, and vacancies requiring
similar qualifications in Washington,
D. C, or in the field.
The entrance salaries range from
$840 to $1200 a year, plus the increase of $20 a month allowed by
Congress.
The duties of appointees will consist of assisting in the forest pathology branch laboratory by making
culture media, preparing specimens
of wood examination, making simple
chemical analysis, and washing and
keeping in order laboratory glassware and apparatus.
The examination consists of general mental and clerical tests, practical questions on forest pathology,
' and a rating on experimence.
Further information and application
blanks may be obtained from the
United States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C, or the secretary of the board of U. S. civil service examiners at the post office or
customhouse in any city.

Georgia Freshmen Win Slow Game.
Final Score 37-10.
Larry Conover's bunch of young
Pups won a decisive victory last
Thursday evening when they snowed
the Tiger Cubs under to the tune of
37-10.
The game itself was a slow and
listless affair, punctuated by sensational shots on both sides. The Tiger
cubs were outplayed in every department of the game. The first half
ended with Georgia leading 15-6.
Georgia started the second half off
with a rush and succeeded in keeping a confortable lead throughout the
remainder of the game.
Richardson, former Tech high star,
was the outstanding star for Georgia.
This lad succeeded in scoring twentyone points for his team. Roy of the
Clemson Freshmen led his team in
scoring, making six points. Hagood
at center played a good game and
contributed a sensational shot from
mid-field.
Line-up and summary:
Roy (6)
F
Satlaf (8)
Werner
•
F Richardson (21)
Palmer
C
Harris (6)
Martin
G
Tippin
Phipps
G
Nelson
Substitutes: Clemson—Hagood (2)
McHugh, Crayton, Linton, Vise (2).
Georgia—Johnson (2), Grayson and
Miel.
Referee—Sloan (Auburn)
—A. B. F.

Completely Outclassed
By Clemson Cage Artists

class. The most imporant of these
was the election of the men to be editors and managers of the 192 4 Taps,
the college annual. These men come
in for a great deal of honor, and are
intrusted with a great deal of responsibility; therefore it was with much
care that the men of the Taps '24
staff were chosen. The men on the
annual staff are usually elected early
in the spring so that they may be of
assistance to the preceding year's
Taps staff. This also gives the new
men an opportunity to learn their
various jobs. The following men
were elected from the present Junior
class for the staff of 1924:
Editor-in-Chief,
Dominick, H B
Business Manager
Vaughan, T. L..
Asst. Business Mgr
Oliver, M. B
Advertising Manager
Owens, J. B.'
Art Editor
Wright, L. C.
Photo Editor
Fitzgerald,' A. B.
Athletic Editor
Parker, E. G.
Classes & Clubs
McCrary,' A. L.
Military Editor
Walked, H. P.
Satire Editor
Garrett, C. C.
In addition to the above men, two
assitant art editors are to be appointed by the art editor.
"Fred" Dominick^ Editor-in-Chief,
is connected with the jTresBTR Taxjs
staff and has already given them
much able asistance. He is a real
capable man and will, we feel sure,
be a good man for this position.
"Theo" Vaughan has the ability to
make a very capable business manager. He has had considerable business experience, and should prove his
worth in this position.
Oliver will cooperate with Vaughan
in managing the business end of
Taps, It has been found by experience that this job is too much to
put on one man, so Oliver and
Vaughan will handle all business
matters.
The position of Advertising Manager falls to "Bulldog" Owens; "Bulldog" ought to fill the finishing pages
of Taps with advertisements.
Wright is one of the best men in
the architectural section, and is just
the man for the job of Art Editor.
Fitzgerald is a conscientious and
hard working junior, who should
make a good Photo editor. "Fitz"
is well suited for this position, having had previous experience in this
line.
"Gene" Parker should make one of
the best Athletic Editors Taps has
ever had. "Gene" has written up
athletics for a long time and knows
his line.
Editors of Classes and Clubs falls
to a man who will not shirk his duty.
"Archie" McCrary is exactly the man
who is wanted for the job.
Walker has the Military Book in
charge and we know that he will
star the military side of the college
in this section of Taps.
"Cab" Garrett is a satirist par excellence, and is full of wit. A better
man than "Cab" could not have been
selected as Satire Editor.
All are well pleased with the Taps
staff of '24, and we feel chat these
men will cooperate to make "A Bigger and Better Taps."
—E. H. H.

WONDER WHY?
Clemson men are taking many fatal steps! Yes, every day we hear
of a new engagement. To be solemnized in the very near future!
We wonder if all of these men know
what they are doing or if they are
only doing it because it seems to be
the fashion at the present? Well,
perhaps it is all for the best, for if a
man is the owner of a diploma from
Clemson, he is well fitted to enter the
battles of modern married life.
What is funny about the affair,
though, is the fact that the girls are
choosing Clemson men. Is it the
fact that Clemson men are such ardent love-makers, or is it merely the
fact that the girls cannot help themselves. Perhaps, after all, it is merely the fact that the girls recognize
a good thing when they see it. Perhaps the girls know that what a
Clemson man say3 he means, that Tigers are not so much kin to the cake
eaters and parlor reptiles. Or, horrors for peace of mind, is it that the
girls feel sorry for the poor dear
little Tigers and see so clearly that
they need someone to look after
them?
Whatever may be the outcome, it
seems that the Tigers—particularly
the Senior Tigers—are realizing very
keenly that • they are only the very
bad halves, and are anxious to find the
better halves without loss of time.
Here's luck! As June draws nearer
each day, the seniors cannot help
thinking of the days when they will
leave their Alma Mater. A leap in
the dark is a wonderful experience,
men, but it is much more wonderful ISN'T IT FUNNY
if you look before you leap.
THAT A MAN AVHO THINKS HE
You may be king in your own IS A BUSINESS MAN
home; yes, but when your wife
Will get up inthe morning
crowns you with a rolling pin, don't
From an advertised mattress,
say that you were not told that there
Shave with an advertised razor
are more ways than one of being
And put on advertised underwear,
crowned king. If you are going to
Advertised hose, shirt, collar, tie,
enter the lists, put on your armor of
and shoes,
night, for you must be a mighty
Seat himself at the table and
warrior. If you must, you must,
Eat advertised breakfast food,
Clemson men, but remember that enDrink advertised coffee or substitirely too many Clemson men are betute,
coming engaged—perhaps the girls
Put on an advertised hat,
are expecting too much of us. We
Light an advertised cigar,
Go to his place of business and
wonder?
—wTurn down advertising
Grip—This breakfast food looks ON THE GROUND
like sawdust.
THAT
Grab—Yes, it's fine board we get ADVERTISING DOES NOT PAY?
—Selected.
here.—Exchange.

HURRICANE CALMED TO MILD ZEPHYR
BEFORE ONSLAUGHT OF CLEMSON TIGERS
•Bum"

Day

Is Outstanding
Star

TRACK CANDIDATES
URGED TO GET
State championship honors are be_
IN CONDITION gining to loom up bright for the TiOpening

of Track
Looms Big

Season

Spring is almost upon us now, and
we begin to turn toward spring
athletics. Basketball will soon be
over; and then track and baseball
practice will begin.
The track squad will have to be
materially strengthened from among
the members of the three upper
classes. The track team is in bad
need of new material. There are
many men here who would make
splendid runners, hurdlers, jumpers,
and weight men. Nearly all the men
here have done something in track
in high school, and yet they are slow
to go out for the varsity track team.
The track team has a good schedule
of meets this year, and is going up
against some good teams. Clemson
will need a strong team to make the
showing in track that she has made
heretofore; and that showing will be
largely determined by the quantity
and the quality of the new men who
come out for the track team. Coach
Hamilton has been coaching several
men for the weight events already,
and under his able tutorship some
good material should develop. The
track squad needs men for these
weight events the worst sort; it is a
line which does not call for any special endurance or skill, but strength
and willingness to learn, and to "put
out". The jumps are also weak this
year, and the writer knows of several
men who would make good jumpers
if they would only try a little. In
fact, there is the best sort of opportunity for a man to win his block letter in track this spring, if he is only
willing to do some real work and
come out for that team.'
—E. H. H.
THE MAN SHE MARRIED
"The man that I will wed," said she,
"A tall and handsome man must be,
I'll let him smoke, but hot to much,
But drink he must decline;
He must be generous with his purse,
When angered he must never curse,
On Sundays he must go to church
In weather foul or fine."
"The man that I will wed," said she,
"Must think the world and all of me,
He must be gracious in his speech
And have a ready smile;
But more than that he must be true,
And wise and strong enough to do,
Not just the common work of life,
But something that's worth while."
The maiden meant it when she said
These things about the man she'd
wed,
But Cupid laughs at lofty dreams
And madly fires his darts.
For well he knows that maids forget
Such vows when once the man is met.
And marriages are never made
By order blanks and charts.
She's married now, but not unto
A tall and handsome hero who
Possesses all the manly traits
She swore she'd have to see;
Her husband's slovenly and short,
He has no snappy clothes to sport,
He's just a common man who dips
His bread crust in his tea.
He has been known to have a grouch,
He falls asleep upon the couch,
He sometimes lets his whiskers grow,
He's careless as can be;
There's naught about the man she
wed
To turn a lovely lady's head,
Yet I am glad she changed her mind
Because she married me!
—Edgar A. Guest.

ger cage men.
Still playing one
thousand per cent strong the Tigers
invaded Furman Friday night and
administered a sound licking to the
Hornet quintet. Taking the lead at
the beginning of the game the Tigers
increased their advantage till the
final whistle declared them victors in
a 25 to 18 decision. The mere fact
of being in hostile territory seemed
to add additional punch to the Tiger
team work, for they played an aggressive game throughout, never
slacking a moment or allowing their
opponents a chance to pick up. The
"ole fight" showed up strong all
through the game; coupled with this
was the ability to locate the circle
and to drop them through it.
At the end of the first half Coach
Stewart's men were leading by a safe
margin of ten points, the score being
sixteen to six. With seven field goals
by Day and one each by Mills, Wertz,
and Bryan, the Tigers doubled their
opponents goals from play. Bryan's
spectacular shot from near the middle of the flood touched nothing but
the cords.
"Perfect" Day was at his best and
was easily the outstanding star of
the game. His speed and accuracy
when shooting from nearly anywhere
on the court has placed him without
an equal In the state, and probably
in the south. The seven baskets for
which he was responsible are evidence of the great game he played.
A bad ankle could not keep Pinkie
out of a game with Furman. Sticking with them like a buldog, Pinkie
kept things clear around his goal.
Five out of eight shots is no bad record when it comes to caging the
fouls, Birddog stayed with his man,
yet got away with some pretty dribbling at times. He Is also responsible for a field goal. Wertz was hot
after them at center and played his
best game of the season. Besides
doing good passing he rang up a field
goal.
Andrews led Furman's scoring
with a field goal and eight fouls.
Waters was good at forward and was
able to get two baskets.
Line-up and summary:
Clemson (25)
Pos.
Furman (18)
Day ()
Andrews(10)
F
i
Bryan (2)
F
Waters (4)
Wertz (2)
C
Brock (2)
Colbert (5)
G
Dohson
Mills (2)
G
Carter (2)
Substitutes: Clemson — Garrison
for Wertz; Furman—Quissenberry
for Andrews; Andrews for Brock.
Foul goals: Colbert, five out of
eight; Andrews eight out of nine.
Referee: Shockley (Spartanburg).
—J. M.
KEEP IT UP TEAM
College of Charleston on the menu
for Monday. Let's show them a real
game. Due to conflicting dates it is
probable that It will not be possible
to play Newberry here Saturday.
Here's hoping we can play them!
J. E. Kirby, '11, of Warren Ave.,
Utica, N. Y., is manager of the Equipment Department, O. J. Childs Co.
B. F. Lawrence, '11, is service representative of the Westinghouse Co.,
in Bluefield, West Virginia.
W. A. Matthews, '17, of Birmingham, Ala., is operator at the Magilla
Station of the Alebama Power Co.
L. C. Pearlstine, '14, is assistant
manager in the Hardware Department of I. M. Pearlstine & Sons, Corporation, Charleston, S. C.
B. C. L.
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do. The world judges the man by have attended a college can tell an being granted a great privilege; in RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY
THE ACADEMIC FACULTY
what he can really accomplish, not by entirely different story. Our colleges short, and in place of telling the
what his ancestors may have accom- of today are the best means of test- thousand and one other reasons that
ing a man's determination and stick- might be advanced, a girl closes her
Whereas, on December 25, 1922, it
plished.
Now we touch the saddest result of ability. From the day that we enter eyes when she is kissed because for pleased God in His wisdom to remove
too much talk.
Harm to others. a college until the day we graduate, one sweet moment she desires to for- by death from this world Professor
That is the direct result of promis- there are obstacles that confront us get that she is a mortal, desires to William Shannon Morrison; and
Founded by the Class of '07
Whereas, for almost thirty years
cous talking. Of course the wagging every day, obstacles that we must live above the clouds for a lifetime
he was Professor of History and Po* Published weekly by the Corps of tongue harms the owner, but more strive with all our might to solve and in one short span of seconds.
than it harms the owner, it harms overcome. If we are so weak as to
Does that not explain why a girl litical Economy of Clemson AgriculCadets of Clemson College
others with whom the wag comes in let the obstacles in college master us, closes her eyes when she is kissed? tural College and an active and enOfficial Organ of the Clemson Ath- contact. This is the serious aspect then how are we going to master the If, kind reader, you think that it does thusiastic member of the Academic
letic Association and the Clemson of the problem, and it is serious problems of the business world?
not, then just let me know. From Department:
enough to be given solemn thought
Therefore, be it Resolved, That in
Alumni Association.
There was once a day when every full experience—not being a girl, you
by every college man. Is my talking man did not have the chance of ac- know—I will take you by the hand his death the College has lost one
harming others? Am I making my- quiring an education. That day is and lead you among the paths that of its most faithful and inspiring
Subscription Rates
self a nuisance by my talk? Am I fast disappearing, and there are very only a favored few are allowed to teachers, the members of our faculty
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 talking wisely? Am I merely trying few men today who do not have the tread.
a trusted counselor and friend, and
—W.
the State of South Carolina a citizen,
Six Months (weekly)
$1.00 to conceal my ignorance under a cloak j opportunity of getting an education
of words? Am I trying to reform if they only possess the proper ambiwho, with constant and devoted zeal
Did They Come Back?
Average Circulation 1700.
others before I reform myself? Am tion and determination. It is no longin the class room, thru the press and
They Did Not!
on the platform, promoted his State's
Why?
Entered as Second Class Matter at I attending strictly to my own busi- er the rich man who is prominent in
educational, social, and religious welThey Could Not!
the Post Office at Clemson College,! ness when I speak? Am I speaking the college, but it is the man strives
with authority? These and many with all his might to make a name
South Carolina.
Yes, the much talked of Purple fare.
Be it Resolved Further, That a
other similar questions could the col- for himself and his college. The kind Hurricane was scheduled to stage a
H. A. WOODLE ED. and Bus. Me? lege man examine himself with, What of men we need in our colleges today wonderful come-back, but they were page of our minutes be inscribed to
J. M. BANKHEAD
Asst. B<1 would be the answer to each of the are men who are willing to work, not able to deliver the goods. When his memory and that a copy of these
E. H. HALL
Associate Ed questions? It is a situation that grasp every opportunity, and never the final whistle blew, the score book resolutions be furnished to the beevery man must face. Let us exam- give up the ship. The man that has showed that the Tigers were leading reaved family and to "The Tiger."
11. B. OLIVER
Associate Ed ine ourselves.
A. G. Holmes,
to work for what he accomplishes, by a comfortable margin. Not only
—W.
J. McMAHAN _
Athletic E<
B. H. Johnstone,
is the one who appreciates what he were they leading by a comfortable
S. M. Martin,
E. G. PARKER
Asso. Ath Ed THE TRUTH MAKES MEN FREE i wins, the man who accomplishes the margin when the game was called,
higher and nobler things in life. "The but that same bunch of Clemson Committee of the Academic Faculty.
A. B. FITZGERALD
ABB. Ath. Ei
"Evolution is the doctrine ad- successful man is not the man who cagers were leading by a comfortable
B. C. LITTLEJOHN Alumni Edito
NOTE OF APPRECIATION
never falls, but the man who gets up "margin throughout the entire fracas
J. E. CROSSLAND
_
Local vanced by the devil." "Down with every time he falls." This is the
They
did
not
beat
us
on
our
own
V. M. ZEIGLER
Y and Lit So. *he theory of evolution, it's hell's own kind of man we need in our colleges court because our court is not good
We wish to express, thru the colT. R. VOGEL
_ Joke Ed theory." We hear cries such as these of today, the man who does not fall enough? Well, just the same the umns of "The Tiger", our deep apfrom
all
over
the
country.
Men
who
Circulation Department
Clemson basketball court is about the preciation of the expressions of symshould know better, well educated | by the roadside
only standard basketball court we pathy and the many acts of kindness
W. M. BALLENGER Circulation Mgr men, prominent men, men who know
-J. M. D.
J. E. ROSS,
Asso. Cir. Mgr what they are talking about, unite in
know of in this nook of the woods shown us in our sorrow.
Mrs. Morrison and Family.
However, just to prove that that old
H. B. DOMINICK Asso. Circ. Mgr trying to throw every obstacle possi- WHY DO GIRLS CLOSE THEIR
jinx
has
been
buried
for
good
and
all.
T
EYES WHEN BEING KISSED?
sible in the way of scientific study of
REPORTERS' CI.T B
ALUMNI NOTES
the indomitable Tiger basketeers trav
B. F. Robertson
_
'2 nature. Why do they do this? Is it
A recent wedding announcement
Do you know why girls close their eled over to the thriving city of which
J. M. Dunlap
'2 because they do not know any better,
was received with much interjust for the purpose of
J. E. King
'2( or because they are not broad-minded eyes when they are being kissed? Greenville
est was that of Miss Mary Belle Hood,
enough to look at a thing squarely Have you ever realized that they do? demonstrating this fact to some of of Matthews, N. C, to Mr. S. C. GamOf course you have but did you ever the Furman men who could not be- brell of Gray Court, S. C. Mr. Gamand fearlessly?
lieve it. And incidentally the good
"Science contradicts the Bible, it stop to think, to wonder, to puzzle people of Greenville were allowed tc brell was a member of class '18 and
denies the existence of a God." Not why. When you ask a person that witness a real game of basketball as for the last three years has been
so, such a view is only a self-inflicted question they always start out in a played by the Clemson Tigers of the Agricultural Instructor
in
the
delusion. Science gives man a broad- high way to tell you why it is, but
Owings (S, C.) High school.
Be silent always, when you doubt er and fuller conception of God, it after talking on the subject, or Carolina foothills.
But didn't Furman have a little, a
your sense,
never denies the existence of a God. rather rambling, for half an hour
W, M. Redfern, '22, is takingAnd speak, tho sure, with seeming Science carries on numerous experi- or more, he hasn't told you a thing. very little, chance of winning? Not
graduate work at the University of
diffidence.
ments, and the results are only truths To be frank—he doesn't know any- the ghost of the breath of a chance Wisconsin in Madison, Wiss.
—Pope.
that uphold the Christian religion. thing about it. Neither do you nor did they stand. The Tigers jumped
There is no broader or more wonder- I. It is indefinable, unexplainable. to the lead in the first minute or
"Queen" Wells, Jr., '22, is teachProbably there is no other single ful conuception of God than that by Why do they close their eyes?
play, and did not stop jumping.
ing school in Sumter, S, C.
group of individuals who are more His infinite wisdom He established
Never
for
a
second
was
the
game
in
Can it be that for some reason untalkative than is a group of college certain laws, knowing that these laws known to us, Eve, on that memoria- doubt, for with the brand of guarding
"Cotton" Watson, '20, has a posistudents. College students like to would operate in certain ways to the ble occasion when Adam first kissed which the Clemson cagers handed out
talk, and they seem to secure real accomplishment of. a desired end. her, closed her eyes, and so it has there was not the chance in the world tion in the State Agriculttural and
pleasure from talking. There is When a person regards evolution in come down thru the generations?
of any team running up the score. Chemical Laboratories in Columbia.
nothing wrong with talking, indeed this light, he will cease to see harm.
Have you ever tried when you are The defense was practically perfect,
it is a help to all when employed The so-called harm is in the mind of being kissed, to keep your eyes open? the men worked together in true TiR. A. Easterling, '17, of Denmark,
wisely, but the trouble with many the person who does not understand You may hold them open for a sec- ger style.
S. C, is owner and manager of the
college students is that they talk too or who cannot comprehend.
And stars! Stars there were in Edisto Public Service Co.
ond, but then before you realize it,
much; they allow their tongues to
they
are
closed
and
you
are
carried
plenty.
Clemson has the smoothest
"The theory of evolution." This is
run away with their common sense.
B. M. Jones, '14, is an electrical
away by what is commonly known as working pair of forwards in the
a
phrase
that
is
so
often
used
by
Many unpleasan scrapes are the rea thrill. If you haven't tried the ex- South. "Bum" Day and George Bry- engineer with the Westinghouse
those
who
do
not
know
any
better.
sult of too much talk, talk that is
periment, the next time you're kissed, an simply cannot be checked when Electric & Manufacturing Co., of
thoughtless and apparently harmless. Evolution is no theory; It is a fact, see if you can keep from closing your they get their hands on that old ball. Pittsburgh, Penn.
as
much
a
fact
as
the
fact
that
the
How can a college student curb the
eyes. You'll fail as your mothers, This pair work together as if they
evil of too much talk? This is a earth turns around. Evolution does grandmothers, and great grandmoth- had been doing the stunt all of their
question that should be seriously con- not mean that man sprung from the ers have failed before you.
lives. And even tho they were out"Burd" Tollison, '19, is in the
monkey; it does not mean that just
sidered by every college man.
Yet there must be some reason tor weighed many pounds, this did not electrical work in Austin, Texas.
the other day we were jumping from
It is the ignorant man who seeks to tree to tree. Evolution simply means closing the eyes when kissed, but deter them in the least, for with
display his knowledge thru the me- that animals change. Man is an ani- what is it? Where is it? When will twists and squirms that would make
J, C. Cannon, '16, is dealing in ofdium of much talk. In truth, he only mal, and is subject to natural laws we know and how are we to find it. an eel ashamed of himself, this pair fice furnishings in Greenville, S. C.
displays his ignorance in a most glar- the same as other animals. Man is I'll leave it to you. It is a ques- of men showed the Furman team
ing manner. The wise man is not only higher than the lower animals, tion that has puzzled many smarter just how easy it was to drop the little
J. E. Jenkins, '11, is manager of
ball squarely thru the center of the Restways Farms, near Florence, S.
the man who jumps to his feet and he has risen above his instincts. Dar- than the present generation.
basket.
To
prove
that
he
wasn't
tries to express an opinion on every win was wrong; his theory does not
It was thought that since kissing
C.
subject that comes up; he is not the hold water under the eyes of modern was a pastime of the present age, the fooling them, "Bum" Day dropped
man who tries to make words stand scientists, but that is no reason to question could be solved, but the in fourteen points by his lonely.— Two ladies gay, met a boy one day,
for wisdom. The wise man lets the j condemn'evolution" We cannot get I golden opportunity is passing and just four points less than scored by His legs were briar scratched,
talker rant on, he listens, and learns. J around a fact, and just as soon as we're still in the dark. Maybe the the opponents. And George Bryan, His clothes were blue,
The man who really knows sits back j we side-step it, we butt into it again— future generations will solve the when he grabbed the ball and started But a nut brown hue marked the
and listens to the abundance of words I there is no escaping. The man who problem, but if they do, it will be the down the court, the spectators rose to
place
that pour forth from the lips of the \ does not see the working out of the eighth wonder of the world.—Mar- their feet for they knew that they Where his pants were patched.
were destined to see some real handman who tries to make others believe ' iaws 0f nature around him is nar- tha's Mirror.
ling of the ball. Our guards! Did They bubbled with joy at the bluewhat he does not know or even be- ' row-minded. The man who underthey put up a perfect defense? We'll
lieve himself. Then, when the word j stands nature also understands evp- WHY A GIRL CLOSES HER
eyed boy
fountain has ceased to pour forth tor-, iuti0n. The man who studies nature
EYES WHEN SHE'S KISSED say they did, a defense that the Pur- With his spots of nut brown hue
ple Hurricane was at no time able to They chuckled, "Why not in blue?"
rents of words, the man who really is the man wn0 hag a broaa and wonpenetrate. "Birddog" Mills sticks to
knows steps forward and tells in a j derfui conception of God.
Yes, it is perfectly true that a girl his man closer than a glove to the "Come, don't be coy, my blue-brown
Does not God want man to investitrying to tell but couldn't. It has gate the things around him? Would closes her eyes when she is kissed. hand. There was simply no break
boy,
always been so; the ignorant endeav- God say that man should not search Not being a girl, I can't speak from thru which a little Hornet might Speak out," and they laughed with
experience,
but
I
have
taken
a
peep
crawl and ring up a counter. At
or to hide behind a shield of words, after the truth? "And the truth
glee;
but there is always a sword that will shall make man free." In his search now and then and sure enough what center, Wertz played the game of his And he blushed rose red, while he
people
say
is
perfectly
right.
Why?
life—he
fought
from
the
time
the
pierce this shield . This sword is— after truth, the scientist is harshly
bashfully said,
That's really too easy to answer—
the truth.
criticised
from
many direcions. about as easy as writing in Hebrew first whistle blew until the victory "That ain't no patch, that's me."
was sewed up in a parcel ready for
—Selected.
This is a free country; every man Many well meaning ministers and what the Sphinx is thinking in some deliery. Our coaches certainly dehas a right to his opinions; every teachers proclaim that he is an athe- other dead and forgotten language. serve the praise which all bestow
man has a right to express himself. ist. As a matter of fact, every new;
Before a person can get very far upon them. They have worked faithYOUR MEMORY BOOK
Yes, this is true, but how about the discovery which the scientist makes along with an explanation, he must
Will not be complete without
welfare of others? The man who ex- only draws him closer to the true understand just what a kiss really is. fully, and they have accomplished
presses his opinions too freely, who God. The man who throws adverse Now a kiss is only a spontaneous wonders. They have put a team on
Individual Photographs
enjoys talking merely for talking's criticisms at all scientific discoveries generation of the demonstration of the floor that is not afraid to tackle
sake, who disregards the feelings and is only hurting himself and his own the affection expressed in terms of anything that steps out on the basof the
lives of other people in what he says, belief. The Maker of the Universe two red lips pressed close together; ketball court, a team that plays over
its
head
and
wins,
a
team
that
never
1922 FOOTBALL TEAM
this man is a menace to the free does not mean that mortal man, crea- a sublime blissful ethereal moment
country in which he lives. Just so ted in His own image, should walk when for the time being there are ceases to fight however dark the outGet your set at once. Order goes
long as the man performs the social the earth in ignorance. The truth only two people in the world and all look may be.
It was a great day—for Clemson! off Monday. Place your order in
duties placed upon his shoulders, just j hurts no man, though at first it may the rest does not matter; a never-toCaptain May, I
so long he is a loyal citizen.
j seem that it does. Do not be afraid be-forgotten second which is snatched Here's to you
Room 370
As soon as he begins to transgress of the truth, the truth is the only from the very hands of time; and wouldn't have missed that game tor
ALSO
KODAK
FINISHING
■—W.
upon the right of others, then he is path to freedom and love, the path to last, a kiss is love's expression that a carload of gold bricks.
AND ENLARGEMENTS
no longer a loyal citizen of a free a fuller and broader conception of makes itself felt long after the kiss
Representing
country. The man who is free with our Creator.
W.
"Among the highly useful student
is only a memory of one supreme mohis opinions and advice, but who is
—"
ment when the entire Universe stood organizations is the Inter-Collegiate Green & Haynes, of Anderson
On the
never willing to listen to the opinions
A. REAL COLLEGE MAN
still and waited, and when old Father Prohibition Association.
or advice of others, is the man who is
.
Time showed signs of weakening, for completion of twenty years of active
fast edging over into the class of the
A great many Qf ug make rapid once allowing the seconds to pass by work, it gives evidence of vitality. THE RELIABLE SHOE
undesirable citizens.
| progress in our college career before without counting them. That is a Not only has this association seen
and responded to the need of securAND TAILORING SHOP
Why is it that this kind of a man we come to a realization of what real- kiss.
Now since a kiss has been ex- ing intelligent support for the prois so noticeable in the college com- ly makes up the college man that is
hibition laws of this country, but it
munity? There are many reasons for needed today. If we could see far plained, it is very clear that there are has heard the call from other lands.
Opposite Livery Stables.
many
good
reasons
why
a
girl
should
such a man's prominence. In the enough ahead to picture some of our
Certainly
every
Christian
student
Shoe
Repairing, Uniform
first place, the college is a little world destinies, then we all would be strug. close her eyes when she is being must not only wish the I. P. A. well,
Cleaning, Presall unto itself. A blowhard is more gling harder day by day to grasp kissed. She closes her eyes in order but also set himself by every means Altering,
conspicuous in college because he is many of the opportunities that we to forget all except that one kiss; to cultivate prohibition sentimen ing, Etc., Done Promptly.
heard more often than out in the turn away. The opportunity that we she closes her eyes to forget that not only in
this
country, but
world at large. He is forever ex- miss today will never come again, time is time; she wants to shut out wherever men are cursed by the All kind of Shirts Washed
all
material
things
and
really
live
for
pressing himself, forever interrupting another opportunity that is similar
Special Atliquor business."—Student Edition. and Pressed.
to give his views an airing—and may come again, but a lost opportu- a moment if for no longer; she wants Association Men.
tention
to
Clemson
Athletes.
to dream, for if she were to realize
many of them do need airin°. This nity is lost forever,
man travels thru college on brass and
Some of our people who do not un- that the kiss were really a fact, then
M. Edwards, '15, is asistant power
sheer nerve. But when he hits the derstand think that college is only a she might have heart failure from
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
world on the outside of college walls, place where one spends four years sheer happiness; she tries to hide her engineer for the New York and
Queens
Electric
Light
and
Power
Co.
eyes
from
her
lover,
for
she
wishes
he is helpless, for the world does not studying books and enjoying the
CLINT TAYLOR, Prop.
judge a man by what he says he can pleasures of life. Those of us who to make him think that he alone is of Long Island City, N. Y.
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Two rather unsteady gentlemen
were lodged in the same cell and, after the manner of companions in adversity, became chummy.
"WhWha's shour name?" inquired
one.
"Name's Pau," replied he other.
"Paul? Paul? Oh, sure, Paul,"
You told me once you loved me,
And for a while I thought you did, replied the first, after searching some
But if you want to play indifferent obscure corner of his memory. S-say,
You have picked up the wrong kid. Paul, quesshun I been wannin' t' ask
you for long time. Did you—didju
ever get an answer to that letter you
Now you can't keep me guessing
For I'm not of the guessing kind, wrote to the Eph-Eph—to the Ephesians,."
And if you really do not love me
I'll take you off my mind.
Farmer Lad—I want some chicken
feed."
There is an old, old lesson,
And this lesson I've been taught:
Smart Clerk—Corn or candy?—Se"There's a lot of fish in the river lected.
And a lot that's never been caught."
A Narrow Escape.
I ask you again if you love me
The Irishman said: "The bullet
And then if again you say "No", went in me chist here, and come out
Just take my regards on with you me back."
To the place where it does notsn
"But," said the friend, "It would
To the place where it does not snow. have gone through your heart and
—B. A. Morgan.
killed you,"
"Me heart was in me mouth at the
Prof.—Why was Eve created?
time." said the Irishman.—Mercer
Freshman—For Adam's Express Cluster.
Company.
Junior—How near were you to the
Gene Parker—"Hello, is this Dr. right answer?
Freshman—Just two seats away.
Calhoun?"
—Exchange.
Dr. Calhoun—"Uh huh!"
G- P.—"How about a shower in
Ike—I know a good joke about
the morning?"
D. C.—"I can't help you. If you crude oil.
Mike—Spring it.
need one, take it."
Ike—I can't. Its not refined.—Ex.
"Stonewall" Jackson (to hotel
Sad End.
clerk at Jacksonville)—Is Mr. Ford
This
is
the
story
of Johnny McGuire
in here?
Clerk—Mr. Ford isn't here. What Who ran through town with his
trousers on fire.
makes you think he is?
Jackson—Well, he must be here, He went to the doctor and fainted in
fright
because I just saw his car outside.
When the doctor told him that his
end was in sight.
Freshman—What does it mean
—The Showme.
when it says in the write up of the
football game that "Zeigler rips three
"I once owned a splendid dog,"
yards off left end."
Soph—It probably means that said Percy. "He could distinguish
between a vagabond and a respecta"Zeig" caught something on a nail.
ble person."
"What became of him?" asked
The meanest man in the world is
the one who broadcasts the popping Grace.
"Oh, I was obliged to give him
of champagne corks at Havana.—Seaway. He bit me."—Tit-Bits.
lected.
OH! OH!
1 asked you if you loved me
And then you told me "No."
If you keep that up sweetheart,
You know where you can go.

JtL

Lisle Hose is sueing Paris Garter
for non-support.—Selected.

"I got this cup for running."
"Whoja beat?"
"The owner and six policemen."—
Black and Blue Jay.

Egg—I proposed to my girl last
night.
Properly Reproved
Nog—How did you come out.
A southern preacher said to his
Egg—Thru the window.
congregation: "My bredren, when de
fust man, Adam, was created he was
In Latin Class—"Mr. Carr translate made ob wet clay an set again de
"Caesar sic dicat on de curan equiesse fireplace to dry."
lictum."
Up rose a negro brother: "Den if
Carr—Caesar sicked the cat on the Adam was de fust man, who made
cur and I guess he licked him.—Ex. dat fireplace, pahson?"
"Sit down, sah," cried the preachToo Literal
er. "Sich dog-gone questions as dat
John—I hear Bill, was kicked off would upset any system of theology."
the squad.
■—Selected.
Jack—How so?
John—He was told to tackle the
Jane—"Is Sue married?"
dummy and he tackled the coach.—
John—"No, honeykins, is oo?"
"Virginia Reel.
—Exchange
A kiss, a sigh,
A fond goodbye—
The Heroine
And she is gone.
David—And he was killed by
A smile, a curl,
chlorine.
Another girl—
Maude—Ah, the brave girl!—Ex.
And so the world goes on The
Spokesman.
And when it rains, it rains alike
upon the just and unjust fellah,
A man prominent in the financial
But more upon the just because
The unjust steals the just's um- district, who is as mean as he is
wealthy, is fond of getting advice for
brella.
—Phoenix.
nothing.
Meeting the doctor one day he said
She isn't very pretty,
to him: "I am on my way home, docBut she wears the sort of clothes tor, I feel very frazzled and worn out
So that style and pep and grace and generally. What ought I to take?"
What she has of beauty shows.
"A taxi," was the curt reply—Ex.
She isn't very witty,
Will Kansas Stand for This?
But her drawly sort of voice
A Kansas farmer had just built a
And inflection and expression
big barn. One day as he was setting
Makes her bits of humor choice. off for town he told his two sons to
cut a hole in one of the sides so that
She isn't quite a feather,
the cat could get in and out at will.
But she's just chock full of pep;
The boys cut a hole just beside the
And she'll follow close and tender
big barn door, but when the farmer
When you shake a snaky step.
returned and saw it he was much displeased.
"Why can't I depend on you boys
She's fickle as the weather,
to
do a single thing right?" he exBut she's fickle, too in line,
claimed angrily. "Don't you know
So I love her when I'm with her
For when she's with me she's mine. that hole is in the wrong place,.
"Why'" asked the boys.
—Exchange.
The farmer fairly snorted. Leap"So yer brother Mike's got a job
as night watchman. He'll save ing from the buggy, he seized the
barn door and swung it open, and, 01
money."
course it covered the aperture.
"Phwy so?"
"Now where is your cat hole! ne
"Shure, he can shlape all day an
save his board and work all night shouted, "how i'n the name of sense
and save his lodgin'."—Boston Tran- can the cat get into the barn when
the door's open?—Exchange.
script.
"You Yanks", remarked my EngHistorical Essays
lish friend,
"Just make a fellow lawf.
Didn't study!
At first you say you're on a boat
Neer would!
And then you shout, "We're off."
Passed three hours!
—Banter.
Home for good!
—Ex.

shall be required for a degree. All
THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE FACULTY RULES work must be completed by 5 P. M.
on the Saturday preceding commencement.
Grades and Examinations
20. Residence of at least one reg1. The semester hour shall be the ular session shall be required for
basis of all credits. One recitation graduation.
Classification
hour or two laboratory or shop hours
21. In general, students will be
per week for one semester shall conclasified with the class in which they
stitute a semester hour.
2. Reports of standing in class are taking the majority of their
shall be made by all instructors credit hours.
22. A student taking an irregular
through'the Director to the Registrar
at the middle and at the end of each or special course must schedule as
semester. These reports shall be many as 12 credit hours.
Change of Course.
based on daily recitations and such
2 3. No change in course will be
tests as may be required.
3. Written examination shall be permitted after the first thirty days
required in all subjects at the' end of a session.
Honors and Medals
of each semester, except in certain
24. The names of all cadets who
laboratory or
practical
courses
where not deemed necessary by the at the end of each semester have no
failures, no work to make up, and
departmental faculty.
4. A semester grade once reported not more than 30 demerits, shall be
to the Registrar shall be the final published and a notice sent to their
parents.
grade for the period covered.
25. The Norris Medal shall be
5. Separate grades shall be given
on theoretical and practical work ex- awarded to that graduate who shall
cept where in the judgment of the deserve the same because of meritodepartmental faculty separate grades rious conduct and scholarship. His
scholarship shall be determined by
are not practical.
6.. No semester grade shall be giv- the average semester marks for the
of his college course.
en out until the close of the examina- last three years
Miscellaneous
tion period for that class.
2 6. Each student shall be re7. A student who for reasons
satisfactory to the Faculty is absent quired to own his individual text
from any of his semester examina- books and the necessary equipment
tions, will be allowed to make up except in the case of brothers in the
these examinations during the follow- same class who room together.
21,. All requests from the stuing semester at the convenience of
dents to the faculty must be made in
the instructor.
8. All work missed on account of writing.
Intercollegiate Athletics
absences from class must be made up
No change in the present rules.
to the satisfaction of the instructor.
was added to rule 3 on
9. When an instructor completes The following
180 of the catalogue: "No stua subject he may hold an examina page
tion on it before beginning the next dent shall hold more than one posisubject, provided such examination tion as editor or manager."
does not conflict with the regularly
INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS
scheduled work.
10. The grading system shall be
As the old darkey said, "A chicken
as follows:
am de mos' useful animal dere am.
E.—Excellent.
Yo' can eat him befoah he am bohn
S.—Satisfactory.
an' after he am dead,"-—Farmer &
P..—Passable.
D.—Conditioned.
(Deficient on Breeder.
work, either class or examination,
"The government of this country
which in the opinion of the instructor
may be made up by a re_examination. is not at Washington. It has never
F.—Failed (Deficient on work, been at Washington. The governeither class or examinations which in ment is where the people are. The
the opinion of the instructor must be court of last appeal is what the people think and feel, and that upon
taken over in class),
I.—Incomplete record due to ab- which they highly resolve. Therefore, the development of this refined
sence or other causes.
?—Symbol used in Registrar's quality of soul in every community,
on the college campus, in the church,
office to denote a missing grade.
in the polling place and in the place
Conditions and Failures.
11. A student who has made of business, is an obligation that
grades of D or F. on more than 9 rests upon us all."—Dean Charles R.
credit hours of work at the end of Brown, Yale.
the first semester or more than 18
"You laugh at the prohibition
credit hours at the end of the session shall be required to withdraw laws; the libertine laughs at the
mariage laws; the anarchist laughs at
from college.
12. Ten credit hours of conditions the property laws—watch out or
may be removed during a regular your son will laugh at all laws! Let's
make-up period and eight credit quit langhing at any law."—Dan
hours of failures taken over at an Morgan Smith.
approved summer school or during
"Heraus mit 'em" is the war cry
the regular session.
13. All conditions, except for se- of German students towards drinkniors, must be removed during the ing bouts according to Dr. Walter
make-up period preceding the open- Nernst, Rector of the University of
Berlin, who spoke recently at the
ing of the regular session in Septem- German
Congress for the Propagaber. Only one re-examination will tion
of Prohibition among Young
be permitted. All conditions or in- People. Dr. Nernst is reported to
complete grades (D, I) not removed have said that there is today among
by the first class day of the first students in Germany a decided swing
semester shall become failures and away from former drinking customs,
must be taken over as such. Seniors that students do not use intoxicants
may remove conditions during the to the extent commonly ascribed to
week preceding commencement.
them, and that scholars have be14. All failures or take-overs come the best allies of the fight
shall be scheduled first and a contin- against alcohol.
uance subject in the next higher
class shall not be scheduled until
"The student must be affirmative.
credit has been received for its pre- He must be willing to throw his perrequisites. All take-over work must sonality into the scales in behalf of
be scheduled within ten days after those causes he believes to be fine.
the beginning of a semester and not And he
must have enthusiasm.
more than five actual clock hours Whether they are for better conmay he scheduled in addition to the gressmen or better babies, for fewer
published curriculum.
words or fewer wars, for more inter15. A student who has failed in esting movies or more interesting
a subject cannot receive credit for men, he must support them with all
that subject until it has been re- his force."—The New Student.
peated hour for hour in class, except that in the case of correlated
The Pacific Coast Debating League,
laboratory work, the number of hours consisting of the Universities of
to be taken shall be determined by Oregon, Stanford, and Washington,
the instructor.
Where separate have agreed to debate the question,
grades for class and laboratory work "Resolved, that the Federal Governare given the subject shall be re- ment should legalize the manufacture
peated in full.
16. A student who schedules subjects in addition to the regular curriculum and fails to pass on any work
at the end of the first mid-semester,
shall drop the additional work.
17. A student who has take-over
work in addition to the required
hours and fails to pass on any work
at the end of the first mid-semester
shall drop a sufficient number of
hours of the regular advanced subjects to reduce his scheduled hours
to the required minimum.
18. A senior who fails to graduate
because of either one D or one F on
any subject shall have an opportunity
of removing it by examination during
the make-up period in September,
provided the cadet can furnish evidence of having done satisfactory
study. Failing to do this he shall
take the subject over with the next
class. In either case, the degree will
not be awarded until the following
commencement.
Requirements for Graduation
19. The completion of as many
credit hours as are listed in the description of courses in the catalogue

and sale of beers and light wines."
Students of 21 nationalities from
130 different colleges and universities in the U. S. and Canada participated in the International Essay
Contest of the Intercollegiate Prohibition Association in the fall term.
First place and a prize of $300,00
were won by Frank H. Nelson of the
University of Chicago, and second
honors and $200.00 went to Jogendra
N. Sahni of the University of Michigan. The I. P. A. announces a similar contest for the spring term with
$1,000.00 in cash prizes'.
Student groups in the Universities and technical colleges at Utrecht,
Delfth, Groningen, Leyden, Amsterdam and Wageningen make up the
Interacademial
Geheel-Onthonding
Bond (Intercollegiate Anti-alcohol
Society) of Holland. Each year, this
society brings in some outstanding
anti-alcohol authority for a tour of
lectures and conference, A year ago,
this visitor was Prof. Dr. Aschaffenburg of Cologne, and this year Dr.
M. Legrain of Paris.
Sports, gymnastics, rowing, swimming and mountain climbing are
parts of the activities of the "dry"
students of Swiss universities. The
clubs in the universities of Basel,
Berne and Zurich, each have their
own club room in a hotel and keep
up lectures and study groups as well.
The national federation of these anti.
alcohol clubs is called the "Abstinente
Schweizerische
Burschenschaft."
A number of separate, spontaneous
incidents indicate that a wave of
sentiment and action for law enforcement is sweeping our colleges. At
Yale, at a student meeting, two undergraduate committees were chosen
to promote respect for law in the
student body. At the University of
South Dakota, a "Bone Dry" Club
has been formed to promote enforcement to the Volstead Act. Wesleyan
University, Conn., ratified a plan by
which the students themselves are
to punish any student drinking during the academic year. And the
Freshman Class at Lafayette College,
Pa., passed a resolution disapproving the use of alcoholic liquors on
the campus.

PUBLIC SALES
We have purchased 122,000 pair
U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes
5 1-2 to 12, which was the entire
surplus stock of one of the largest
U. S. Government shoe contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred percent leather, color dark tan,
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00.
Owing to this tremendous buy we can
offer same to the public at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented, we-will
cheerfully refund your money upon
request.

NATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY
296 Broadway
NEW YORK, N.

Y.
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It certainly was "One Wonderful Week."

*

*

*

Auburn, Furman, and Georgetown,
all in the space of five short days.
That achievement by Captain Day and
his Tiger basketeers should go down
on the ledger as a record. It is a
feat of which any team might be
proud and with deep sincerity, we
bestow upon these self-same warriors
the time-honored olive chaplet.
* * *
The Tiger quintet bows to no
one in the matter of improvement. Their game has improved
no less than one hundred percent since the season began. We
are beginning to have fond hopes
for a remarkable showing at the
big Conference tournament.
* * *
Georgetown suffered a disastrous
trip through the Palmetto state during the past week. They lost to Wofford, Clemson and Furman on three
successive nights. The Tigers will
meet these Colonels again next week.
This time the battle will be staged
in the Colonel's own back yard,
which will give them a decided advantage. However, we refuse to borrow trouble.
* * *
Class football is just beginning to take definite form. The
class tourney at Auburn is just
over and was a tremendous success. It should be even more sue.
cessful here since varsity men
will he allowed to play, assuring the contests of plenty of
thrills.

*

*

*

The crack of the bat may be heard
around Riggs field almost any time
now. The diamond candidates are
getting an early start and are fast
getting their eyes on the pill. It is
far to early in the season to predict
anything concerning the 1923 nine,
but it is a certainty that they will be
a hard-working, fighting bunch.
ff * *
Coaches Durfee and Roderick
will spare no effort to place the
best available men in the field
for the baseball team. Both of
them have been at Clemson long
eough for us to learn that they
know their stuff.

*

*

*

To coin Dr. Cue's much-hackneyed
expression, "Every day, in every way,
the 1923 baseball schedule is growing bigger and bigger." Latest developments are the arranging of two
games with the Buffalo Bisons who
will train in Anderson. According to
reliable information, which we have
received, the schedule is yet in its
infancy. After it is finished, it is entirely nrobahle that the Yankees and
Giants'will be the only teams of note
who do not have a place on the Tiger
menu.
* * *
Some of the Furman team returned to Greenville last week with
the story that Clemson put them into
a barti without any lights over here
and thereby licked them. Too bad
that the Hurricaneers can't appreciate some of the difficulties involved
in the erection of an up-to-date gymnasium. This incident brings to mind
the fact that Furman has occupied
her new gym only this season.
* * *
If environment spells anything
in the matter of victory and defeat, the Furman five would do
well to read the daily papers and •
learn of the score of Monday's
game in Greenville.
* * *
The Greenville News says that
Furman was off color Monday night.
The same might have been said last
week of Auburn, Georgetown, and
Furman. It looks like Mercer must
have been off color when they met
the Tigers. No other quint has held
them to such a close score. Even
in defeat, the Georgia Baptists have
piled up a larger score than they did
against the Tigers.
* * *
The basketball team has broken the jinx, now. It remains for
the rest of the teams to follow in
their footsteps and dis lodge Furman from her perch.
* * *
A recent issue of Intercollegiate Athletic announces that
"Lefty" Beard, of Erskine, has
recently signed on the dotted line
with Connie Mack's Philadelphia
Athletics. Beard will probably
face the Tigers before the baseball season is over. He lost a
couple to last year's team.
A. J. Stanford, '14, of Piedmont
Avenue, Atlanta, Ga., is an electrical
engineer with Roberts & Co., of Atlanta.

Clemson College, S. C.
Feb. 7th, 192M.
Col. M. Pearson,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York City.
Dere Col,
Well, Col. I suppose that you are
now in the big, wicked city enjoying
the smoke and pickpockets and Follies and etc. Things at Clemson are
pretty much as you left them except
that your aides have let my good
friend Dr. Calhoun cross them up
pretty bad. Sat. A. M. when they
started to have a parade, it began to
rain before all of the companies left
the famous small parade ground and
it broke up the ceremony and everybody got wet except the staff. And
then it rained out revilee Monday
morning which is my laundry morning anyhow. I think the Dr. must
have changed his mind since he wrote
to me about the weather for he has
certainly cut loose the elements.
Well, Col. I use to know a guy in
New York. His name was Smith and
he stayed in the Woolworth Bldg, or
the Ritz.Carlton, or the Hippodrome
or some place. If you see him I wish
you would give him my regards and
tell him I am getting along alright
and hope he is still out of jail.
Well, Col. I would advise you not
to buy any oil stock or gold mines or
gold bricks from the peddlers which
I understand infest our great metropolis.
I had a friend once who
bought a gold brick up there for $10
and we kidded the life out of him
about buying a gold brick until he
turned the laugh on us by proving
that it was made out of lead and
wasn't gold at all. It has been some
time since I had any experience with
the city sharps myself, but I remember that the last time I was in Seneca
a fellow tried to sell me the Blue
Ridge railroad for $17 and a half.
I was about to buy it until another
guy told me that it was a frame-up
and that he owned the road himself.
So he sold me half interest for seventy-five cents. Well, Col. I guess you
didn't know I was a railway magnet but they is lots of great financiers
who don't have their pictures in the
papers.
Well, Col. I hope you have seen the
statue of Liberty enlightening the
world and Prohibition starving the
bartenders and Cleopatra's needle
and the subway and the elevated and
Babe Ruth and Tammany Hall and
the rest of the seven wonders of
America, all of which the Manhattan
newspapers says are in New York.
I guess you will be back in time for
inspection Sat.
Yours without a struggle, EGP.
* * *
Clemson,
Feb. 6, 1923.
Deer Gene:
I hope you'll excuse me for writtin to you, but your letters what Ive
seen show that you are a geneus for
gettin at the heart of athletic dope
and I want to call your attenshun to
a matter that needs flxin and Im sure
you can fix it somehow, namely the
naming of the Clemson basketeers
with better names. Some of those
fellows has got names that the opponents just plain dont understand and
we hadn't auto let them get so confused. Its takin advantage of um.
Now last night that Furman crowd
seemed to think it wuza Bum Day for
Clemson and they see that we all
knew it was goin to be, a Bum Day
for Furman. Now if that referee
had announced "Captain Perfect Day
for Clemson", praps that ambiguity
would not have been in their minds.
Why, I heard one of the Furman
rooters yell "They can't beat us on
our own court. I reckon their must
be some weak-minded ones in that
school. I think there is, cuz later
their was a big fuss up their whenthat fellow was. Some folks thought
it was a fite. Do you remember it?
Well, that fellow happened to see the
score board and as such people are
apt to do when they get a bad jolt,
he just went amuck and it took several to hold him. Those kind of patience shouldnt be let into a basketball game, not unles they have a muzzle and a straight jacket on.
Then theirs that man Geo. Bryan.
The only Bryan I ever heard of was
the one that was always taking a
long chance at the White House, but
he never did score, not yet. Now
George scores on some of his long
shots. That forward auto change his
name or else coach his Uncle William. (I understand that sed William has taken up wrestling now tho
and may Geo. couldn't help him
there. You know he's tryin to get a
fall out of Evalewshun and is even
tryin to get the legislatures to act as
referees and give him a decision.)
You know better than me whether
these confidential ideas had auto be
used.
Yours t. h. f. o.
Buns

PLANS BEING MADE FOR
EXAMINATIONS FOR
THIS SUMMER'S CITIZENS'
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
MILITARY TRAINING CAMP
A final examination of candidates
Word has been received from Capt. for appointment in the grade of secDonovan Yeuell, U. S. A., Acting C. ond lieutenant, Regular Army, will
M. T. C. Officer of the Fourth Corps be held during the week commencing
Area, which includes the states of June 25, 1923.
Georgia, Alabama, Florida, North
This examination is open to all
Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, male American citizens between the
Mississippi and Tennessee, that elab- ages of twenty-one and thirty years,
orate plans are now under way for to fill approximately eighty-five (85)
the continuance of the government vacancies in the combatant branches,
summer camps for young men which Quartermaster Corps, Ordnance Deproved so popular last summer and | partment, Chemical Warfare Service
the summer before
I and Finance Department.
Nearly three thousand young men
Candidates may obtain.the necesreceived an outing at government sary
detailed information and appliexpense last year, some at Fort Bar- cation blank forms from the nearest
rancas, Fla., on the Gulf of Mexico, Army post or detached officer, or they
and some at Camp McClellan, in
the rolling, wooded hills, near Annis- ! may write the Commanding General,
ton, Ala. The following is a typi- Fourth Corps Area, Fort McPherson,
cal example of many letters being Georgia.
Preliminary examinations, consistreceived from last yearr's students:
"I attended Camp McClellan the ing of inquiries into the physical,
summer of 1922. I can testify for moral and mental qualifications of all
your benefit as well as others, tint applicants, to determine whether or
this month of training did me more not they have the requisite qualificagood than any other training that I tions to justify proceeding with the
final examination will be held from
have so far received."
According to present plans, camps time to time at the nearest military
are to be held this year at Camp post or station where there is suffiMcClellan, Ala., Fort Barrancas, Fla., cient personnel for a board. Such
and Fort Bragg, N. C. The branches preliminary examinations will avoid
of instruction offered may be slight- inconveniences and unnecessary exly different from those of last year, penses to both the applicant and the
but in the main will be in the same Governemnt in many cases. Applicabranches, which includes Infantry, tions should, therefore, be submitted
Cavalry, Field Artillery, Engineers as early as possible.
LOUIS A. CRAIG,
and Coast Artillery.
Staff.
The courses offered.include a basic
Red Course, which gives fundamental training but does not instruct in When the news is running low
any particular branch of the service; Then it is the papers blow
Advanced Red Course, which gives And we become the passing show,
basic instruction in branches desired; Then they show the college man—
White Course, (for which graduates Poor college man.
of last year's Red Course who were
certified as eligible for admission to Every southern school is soaking
White course are qualified) fits stu- Rank with booze and opium smoking
dent to be a non-commissioned offithe critics are all croaking—
cer in the Organizer Reserves or the So
National Guard; and the Blue Course Croak about the college man—
(for which graduates of last year'3 Poor college man.
White Course who were certified as
eligible for admission to Blue Course Standards are the lowest yet,
are qualified if of the proper age All we do is drink and pet,
and possess necessary educational All our good points they forget,
qualifications) which fits candidates But ne'er forget the college man—
for commission in the Officers Re- Poor college man.
—Exhcange.
serve Corps.
The age limits are the same as for
last year, 17 to 25 for the two Red ATTENTION FACULTY
Courses; 18 to 26 for the White
Course, and 19 to 2 7 for the Blue
MEMBERS!
Course. These age limits do not apply to those who attended a Citizens
Military Training Camp in 1921.
Have you paid your Tiger
"Veterans of the World .War may be
Pledge?
accepted up to 35 years of age.
Although
formal
application
It is long past overdue.
blanks have not been received, young
Save us from (having to
men of proper qualifications will find
it to their advantage to mail requests look you up.
for applications to the acting C, M.
We Thank You.
T. C. Officer, Fort McPherson, Ga.,
at as early a date as possible. Although it will be possible to accommodate more than fifty percent more To the People of Clemson College.—
I will do gardening and floral
candidates than were accommodated
work. Will assist in any and all
last year, it is expected that many
lines of community service. Remore will apply than can be admitliability and Punctuality. Special
ted. By having your request for apfeatures.—C. B. Henry, Campus.
plycation on file, you will have opportunity to receive application blank
early. All who desire applications
I. L. KELLER.
should state their date of birth and
former military service of any kind.
The place to buy your
—C. M. T. C. Press.
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WE HAVE

A Complete Line
of
Loose Leaf Note Books
Lefax Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils

i
RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L. Cleveland Martin
The Rexall Druggist
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T CAFETERIA

Army Shoes, Shirts, and We Serve Regular Meals,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Pants, I have a full line of
Ice Cream,
Citizen SJioes,
Hats,
Ice Cold Milks,
Shirts,
Soft Drinks,
Ties and Collars.
Fruits and Candies,
Also Toilet Articles,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
And College Novelties.
Come down and take a Look Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

Ode to a William Gote.
Distinction is thine, oh William Gote,
Noble creature with shaggy cote,
Thy radiant countenance is almost
pure,
But for thy smell there is no cure.
Playful pet, thou bringest joy to my
heart,
When on thy dainty breakfast thou
dost start:
A bottle, a brush and a big dish pan,
An auto tire and an old tin can;
A rubber boot and a bottle of glue,
Some choice barbed wire and a rare
old shoe,
A pair of pants and a hank of rope,
Constitute thy breakfast, oh William
Gote.
Tho' you eat nails and a barrel of
soap,
And chew the paint off somebody's
boat,
Even read this poem that I wrote, %
For thy smell there is no hope.
'Twill be forever horrible, oh William Gote.
—R. E. M.
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W. F. Walker, '99, is vice president
and manager of the Phosphate Mines
for the Seminole Phosphate Co.,
Croom, Fla.
R. H, Taylor, '18, is a traveling
salesman for the Tupelo Cotton Mills
of Tupelo, Miss.
"Joe" Burgess, '18, is teaching Vocational Agriculture in the Greer
High Schools.
C. D. Campbell is a draftsman in
the State Highway Department, Columbia, S. C.
H. E. Frazer. '20, is taking a student's course with the Worthington
Pump and Machine Corporation of
Arlington, N. J.
C. B. Gler, '15, is a traveling salesman for Baltimore Belting Co., with
headquarters in Greenville, S. C.

We do not sell all the good
Good* in town, BUT what
WE DO SEW; ABE GOOD,
o • o
Robt. Burns Cigar*,
Xunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minima* Silk and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS.
$m

HARRY E. WALLACE
"HOTOGRAPHER
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge Depot—Over Strand Theater
ANDERS ON, S. C.
Good Work at Reasonable Prices
Photos 4x6 in Fine Folders $6 for Half Dozen.
$10.00 per Dozen.

